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Railroad Workers, Civilization and
Communism: the Young Men’s
Christian Association on the
Interwar Polish Frontier
Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska
1 For the recently reborn Poland the post-World War I years brought havoc, disease and
enduring  military  conflict.  Regaining  independence  after  more  than  a  century  of
partitions,  Poland  struggled  with  typhus  and  against  Soviet  Russia.  The  country’s
inhabitants suffered hunger and malnutrition; many of them faced homelessness while
returning  to  Poland  after  several  years  of  being  forced  migrants  or  refugees.  The
situation of the devastated and disease-ridden country triggered humanitarian responses
from Western Europe and North America.  Among several  humanitarian organizations
that assisted the postwar Poland was the Young Men’s Christian Association of the United
States (YMCA, often named simply the Y). 
2 This article seeks to present and analyze one of the aspects of the YMCA’s work in Poland:
the initiatives for railroad workers from eastern frontier towns and cities. Focusing on
the efforts that the organization undertook on the territory commonly referred to as the
“Polish borderland” (Kresy), I show that for the leaders of the Y the work among the
railway employees  was  of  utmost  political  and civilizational  importance.  There  were
several  reasons why the YMCA became involved in the railroad work on the eastern
Polish borderlands. One of them was the looming threat of communism from neighboring
Russia, another—the American Y leaders’ mythic perceptions of the U.S. moving frontier,
which prompted them to  adapt  the American discourse on civilization to  the Polish
political and social situation. Using archival documents and recollections of Americans
involved in the Y’s activities on the eastern Polish frontier I present how the perception
of  the  Polish  borderland  by  Y’s  secretaries  was  greatly  influenced  by  myths  deeply
embedded in American culture. Drawing on the contemporary Polish press reports as well
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as writings of local collaborators of the YMCA, I also describe the reaction of Polish public
opinion to the Y’s undertakings on the Polish frontier. 
3 The article situates the Polish case in a broader context of YMCA international activism
and  poses  questions  regarding  the  specificities  of the  Y’s  undertakings  in  interwar
Poland.  The research on the involvement  of  the Y in post-World War I  countries  of
Central and Eastern Europe has so far stressed mainly the YMCA’s sport initiatives, its
service to the soldiers and veterans as well as the organization’s role in the rebuilding of
the then newly (re)born countries of the region.1 A focus on the Y’s work for railroad
workers  expands  the  knowledge  and  understanding  of  the  organization’s  overseas
activism and sheds light on the circumstances of transferring American cultural concepts
to interwar Europe. The story of the Y’s involvement in the work on the Polish frontier
also  confirms  the  organization’s  adaptability  and  flexibility  in  its  international
undertakings which has been emphasized by such YMCA historians as Matthew L. Miller.2 
4 In the first decades of the twentieth century the YMCA was one of the largest American
service organizations.  Since its  inception,  it  spread not only throughout the English-
speaking world but also into several other countries of Europe, North America and Asia.
Established in Great Britain in 1844 as an evangelical organization, the YMCA expanded
into the United States in 1851. During the post-Civil War decades the organization was
setting up municipal branches and erecting buildings in many American cities. The Y
branches offered dorms, educational activities, and “wholesome” entertainment. In the
second half of the nineteenth century, the organization generally directed its efforts to
male middle-class city dwellers. The Y emphasized its religious character and devoted
much energy to such activities as Bible study.3
5 At the turn of the twentieth century the YMCA reoriented itself, reacting to such changes
in  American  society  as  extensive  industrialization,  rapid  urbanization,  or  massive
immigration. The power and authority of white middle class men—the main targets of the
Y’s  efforts—began  to  falter,  challenged  by  immigrants, working  class  men  and  the
women’s suffrage movement. As a response to these changes, the YMCA downplayed the
evangelical element in its activities and began to emphasize a symmetrical development
of young men who were to enhance their minds and body fitness by participation in
social clubs and sports activities that became the pinnacle of the Y’s program.4 In the
United States, as well as in Great Britain, the Y’s secretaries and members embraced a
new model of manliness: Muscular Christianity that combined religiosity with physical
strength  and  stamina  that  were  to  characterize  young  men  exercising  in  the  Y’s
gymnasia.5 Concentrated  previously  on  white  middle  class  men,  the  YMCA  began
establishing branches for African-Americans; in some cities, the Y also opened women’s
chapters.6 The organization’s  secretaries began to target  working-class men—often of
immigrant background—and promoted industrial paternalism that was to mitigate social
conflicts.  The Y taught immigrant men English as a part of  ongoing Americanization
efforts; it also provided leisure activities and educational opportunities to the wearied
men  toiling  in  the  new  industrial  order.7 All  these  turn-of-the-century  innovations
contributed  to  the  growing  popularity  of  the  organization  in  the  United  States  and
facilitated the expansion of the Y abroad. 
6 The YMCA owed its  expansion into other  continents  to  the boundless  energy of  the
organization’s secretaries such as John Mott or Paul Super. Super—who played a salient
role in the activities of the YMCA in Poland—began his service to the Y by establishing
branches of the organization in Asia. In the first decades of the twentieth century the Y
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promulgated  the  Social  Gospel  in  China  and  Japan,  joining  American  missionary
organizations  in  their  civilizational  and  religious  endeavors.8 Mott  wholeheartedly
supported the transfer of  the Y to Russia where,  as Miller argues,  the YMCA was to
contribute greatly to the preservation and expansion of Orthodox Christianity during the
years of communism.9 In the interwar period, in its overseas activities the organization
stressed sport and physical education that were winning over reluctant inhabitants of
such territories as the Philippine Islands.10 Sport also became the driving force of the
organization during its service to civilians and soldiers in Europe in the years of World
War I. 
7 The involvement of the Y in war-time assistance went back to the times of the Civil War
when the organization cooperated with the newly established United States Christian
Commission, providing stationary, newspapers, books and religious literature to soldiers
and sailors. During the Civil War the Y began to operate mobile canteens that offered
soldiers supplements to army rations; it was also mobile canteens that became a symbol
of the organization’s war aid in World War I Europe. During this global conflict the YMCA
collaborated with local governments, offering service and relief to civilians and soldiers
in such diverse countries and territories as the United States, France, Russia, Australia, or
the Middle East. Spreading throughout the war-ridden world, the Y boosted the morale of
soldiers and propagated its philosophy of a symmetrical development of young men.11
8 Soldiers of Polish descent met for the first time with the Y in France, while serving in the
army of General Jozef Haller predominantly composed of young men recruited in the
United States. At the beginning of 1919, five Y secretaries including the aforementioned
Paul Super were transferred with Haller’s Army to the recently reborn Poland. During the
Soviet-Polish war of 1920, the YMCA ran several mobile canteens and built a number of
shelters  for  Polish  soldiers  and  officers.  As  in  France  or  other  war-torn  European
countries, in Poland the YMCA aimed at providing army men with educational activities
and wholesome entertainment that were to divert young men’s attention from indecent
and immoral activities.12 A gradually growing group of American secretaries and their
local  collaborators  served cocoa  and offered reading and writing  classes  to  illiterate
soldiers who applauded “ciocia Imka” (Auntie Imka), as the organization was nicknamed
in Poland.13
9 In post-war years the YMCA initiated in Poland a multi-dimensional program for moral
and physical renewal of young men and teenage boys, aiding refugees, students and war
prisoners. As American humanitarians and social workers were gradually withdrawing
from  the  country,  the  Poles,  with  the  help  of  the  Americans,  created  their  own
organization that combined the overseas model with several local features. Establishing
in 1922 the Polish YMCA, local and American leaders of the organization concentrated
their activities in two main sectors. The first one was setting up municipal branches of
the YMCA in the largest Polish cities: the official capital of the country, Warsaw; “the
intellectual capital,” Cracow; and “the industrial capital,” Lodz.14 In the buildings that
were being gradually erected in Polish metropolises, the Y offered vocational training,
physical education as well as “decent” leisure.15 
10 The second main activity of the Polish YMCA was the work among railroad workers from
eastern frontier towns and cities. The YMCA served railroad workers, as the American
Director  of  the  Association  Paul  Super  described  it,  during  “a  time  of  national
emergency,”16 that is in the first half of the 1920s which was a period of intense political
conflicts and social unrest, accompanied by the final settlement of the Polish borders and
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a  post-war  economic  crisis.  As  the  situation  on  the  eastern  border  improved,  the
organization abandoned its railroad work in 1926. 
11 Paul Super was the person particularly devoted to the Y’s railroad work. In his writings
Super, who made frequent visits to eastern Polish towns and cities, observed similarities
between the Polish and American borderlands. Born in 1880 in Cincinnati, Super was a
graduate of  the University of  Missouri  who served in the YMCA throughout  his  life.
Having worked for a few years in Oregon, he organized and directed the Y’s work in
Hawaii. With the outbreak of World War I, Super began training the organization’s staff
and was then transferred to Poland where he lived during the entire interwar period.17
12 In  Twenty-Five  Years  with  the  Poles—the  memoirs  Super  published  in  1947,  he  openly
admitted that he “loved the eastern frontier.”18 The Director of the Polish YMCA seemed
to be particularly enchanted by Lvov and Vilnius, which he defined as “two Polish cities
in every way and the main centers of western civilization in that part of eastern Europe.”
19 Writing about their nearby territory, he added: “Between them… lies “the Kresy” or
border-land, to me full of the reminders of our own western frontier, only ours was west,
not east as in Poland.”20 
13 A similar comparison between Polish and American frontiers may be found in an article
published by Super in 1924 in the American periodical Railroad Men. The piece, included in
the magazine for the American YMCA railroad industry members, was tellingly entitled
“On Poland’s Frontier.” In it, Super commented: „The Polish frontier over toward Russia
is real frontier. It reminds one of the less developed sections in our American prairies 25
years ago.”21 He also wrote: 
[I]n  the  old  Russian  Poland,  where  the  paw  of  the  bear  rested  most  heavily,
civilization  was  and  is  sparse.  There  the  great  plain  stretches  far  abroad  like
Western Kansas. The villages are widely separated, farm houses as we know them in
America are never seen, and great forests and marshes make up mile after mile of
the  landscape with occasional  open spaces,  across  which one can see  for  many
miles. The physical character of the country is not the only reminder of America’s
wild west, for companies of bandits occasionally sweep across the Polish border,
rob and kill, and return to Russia.22
14 Several  features  of  the  Polish  frontier  reminded  Super  of  American  borderland:  the
landscape, the settlements, as well as the population. What is striking and significant in
Super’s  writings  regarding  Poland’s  eastern  borderland  is  his  usage  of  the  term
“civilization.” During his upbringing and education in the United States, Paul Super was
“soaked” with ideas and philosophies that referred to “civilization” and that used this
concept to discuss racial  and social  relations in the United States and worldwide.  In
Super’s writings one may see his intellectual debt to such American theorists and scholars
as the anthropologist Lewis Henry Morgan or the psychologist and pedagogue G. Stanley
Hall.23 Lewis Henry Morgan was known for what in his time was a seminal  scientific
theory delineating the “lines of human progress.” According to Morgan, human societies
and races developed in the process of evolution that began from the stage of savagery,
and led through barbarism to the most advanced level of civilization. For Morgan and his
American contemporaries, by the nineteenth century only a few human groups achieved
the highest rung on the ladder of civilization. At the top of it, racial theorists situated
Anglo-Saxons,  placing  other  groups  such  as  Slavs  somewhere  in  between,  and
representatives of African and “Oriental” races at the very bottom.24
15 Interestingly, the concept of civilization was used also in another, very eminent piece of
writing  that  described  the  situation  on  the  frontier  defined  as  “the  meeting  point
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between  savagery  and  civilization.”25 The  latter  phrase  prominently  featured  in  the
seminal paper of Frederick Jackson Turner read during the assembly of the American
Historical Association in 1893. The closing of the frontier line, as indicated in the 1890
census, was for Turner perilous for the future of the United States whose progress and
development  depended  on  the  existence  of  western  wilderness.  “The  frontier”—
emphasized Turner—“is the line of most rapid and effective Americanization.”26 It was on
the moving western frontier that the American character was being forged and a new
breed of people being raised: 
[t]he coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness;  that
practical,  inventive  turn  of  mind… that  restless  nervous  energy;  that  dominant
individualism…  these  are  traits  of  the  frontier,  or  traits  called  out  elsewhere
because of the existence of the frontier.27
16 The  theory  and  discourse  of  civilization  as  well  as  the  prominent  “frontier  thesis”
doubtless influenced Paul Super’s diagnosis regarding the societal and political conditions
on Poland’s eastern frontier. If the “Kresy” were “full of the reminders”28 of the American
western frontier,  as  Super  stressed in  his  afore-quoted memoirs,  was  the  process  of
forging a nation taking place also at the Polish eastern borderlands? Prior to World War I
the “Kresy” belonged to tsarist Russia; in the 1920s in independent Poland a mixture of
different  nationalities  and  ethnicities  populated  them.  In  most  places  ethnic  Poles
constituted a minority, being outnumbered by Jews and White Ruthenians (Belarusians)
in the north-east and by Jews and Ukrainians in the south-east.29 Paul Super’s diagnosis of
the situation on the Polish frontier pertained to what was a former Russian territory: the
region in northeastern Poland with the cities of Vilnius, Bialystok, and Brzesc, inhabited
at  large  by  Jewish  urban  dwellers  and  Belarusian  peasants.  According  to  Super,  on
Poland’s eastern borderlands the White Ruthenian peasants were being transformed into
Polish citizens. The eastern Polish frontier was for the American Director of the YMCA “a
meeting  point  between  savagery  and  civilization,”  where  borderland  conditions
facilitated the process of Polonization of Belarusian peasants.
17 “Before the war, White Ruthenian peasants were among the poorest and most ignorant in
Europe,”30 wrote Super in his memoirs. In “On Poland’s Frontier,” he presented a highly
stereotypical description of the borderland peasantry: “the peasants who move into these
villages and become common laborers are White Russians—a sturdy race but apparently
of low intelligence and certainly representing a low state of culture.”31 At the same time,
Super observed that  the frontier  peasant  was undergoing an evolution,  transforming
from a Russian serf to a Polish citizen. It was exactly the life on the frontier, or at the
“meeting point  between savagery and civilization,”  that  expedited this  alteration.  As
Super  emphasized in Twenty-Five  Years  with  the  Poles:  “He [the peasant]  contrasts  his
present state with pre-war Russia and the Bolshevism only a few miles to the east, and
daily becomes a better Polish citizen.”32 That the male Belarusian peasant was on his way
to becoming “civilized” was in part due to compulsory military training. According to
Super,  military  education  provided  young  men  from  the  eastern  frontier  with  the
possibility to learn to read and write. The army experience also erased peasant ignorance.
As  a  result  of  the frontier  living and military training,  the peasant  was  becoming a
civilized, law-abiding Polish citizen who wished, quoting Super again, to “build a sty for
his pig instead of keeping it at home“ and to educate his brothers and sisters.33
18 The  YMCA attempted  to  accelerate  and  to  facilitate  the  Polonization  of  the  eastern
frontier and its rural population, perceiving Polishness as a signifier of a more advanced
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stage of civilization. A direct contribution of the American association to this process was
the establishment of the YMCA railroad branches (ogniska) in the eastern frontier towns
and cities. The idea to set up the ogniska came from Teodor Emil Landsberg, the president
of the Vilnius railroad unit who at the beginning of the 1920s invited the YMCA to his
company. In the early 1920s the YMCA established similar ogniska in such north-eastern
frontier  cities  as  Vilnius,  Białystok,  Brzesc,  Pinsk,  Baranowicze, and in many smaller
towns.  In  fourteen  YMCA  railroad  associations,  about  five  thousand  Polish  railway
employees found access to libraries and reading rooms, vocational courses and several
social  and educational  programs that  aimed at  uplifting men’s  morale and providing
them with amusement and recreation. In Vilnius, the YMCA opened a nursery for the
railroad  workers’  children.34 Railroad  associations  were,  however,  first  and  foremost
intended as centers of “Polish national culture”35 in territories where according to the
YMCA leaders Western civilization was seriously imperiled. 
19 This salient “civilizational” role of the railroad branches stemmed from a unique position
of the railroad engineers and other technical employees.36 YMCA leaders emphasized the
Polishness  of  the  railway  workers  and  defined  them  as  “the  best  element  of  this
population,” “the preservers of culture,” or “the local intelligentsia.”37 As a scholar and
YMCA leader Roman Dyboski argued, railroad workers were one of a few frontier forces
that “elevated life, represented civilization, made for progress, and looked for a brighter
future.”38 Dyboski emphasized that the members of the YMCA railroad branches did not
only maintain their own, that is Polish, culture, but also “performed a patriotic function
of winning the less cultured and illiterate of the population to true Christian citizenship.”
39 This  “less  cultured  and  illiterate  population”  was,  we  can  assume,  the  Belarusian
peasantry undergoing a process of Polonization that implied democratic citizenship and
Catholic religion. 
20 YMCA’s railroad work was not a typically Polish phenomenon as since the turn of the
twentieth century the organization was establishing Y railroad associations in the United
States, though for different reasons than in Poland. In the American context, as Thomas
Winter argues, Y programs for working class men were to “defuse workers’ potential for
labor unrest by involving them in a web of uplifting activities.”40 In Poland a similar aim
of preventing or resolving labor-management conflicts was adopted by the YMCA in Lodz,
the biggest Polish industrial center in the interwar years where the Y was invited into
factories and offered programs for local young male employees.41 On the Polish frontier
the  purpose  of  setting  up  Y  branches  was  different,  however:  the  targeted  railroad
workers—enjoying a high social prestige as a local vocational elite—did not pose a threat
but were seen in need of recreation and social welfare. 
21 By founding its railroad branches on the Polish frontier the YMCA also recognized the
cultural and political potential of the railroad stations that in the nineteenth and early
twentieth century served a  vital  social  role  by helping establish order  and maintain
discipline in under-populated and “uncivilized” territories. As Jeffrey Richards and John
MacKenzie argue in their acclaimed The Railway Station:  A Social  History,  railroads and
railway  stations  were  unifying  the  nations  and  spurred  economic  growth  and
development,  at  the  same  time  producing  a  new  social  elite  of  uniformed  railroad
employees.42 This function was of utmost importance in a newly reestablished Polish state
that  aimed  at  uniting  the  Kresy  with  the  rest  of  its  territory.  Railroads  symbolized
progress and modernity that the young Polish state aspired to, and the railroad workers
embodied order and discipline on the territories menaced by communism. 
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22 The  narrative  about  the  “Polish  borderland”  also  reveals  the  YMCA’s  assumptions
regarding Polish citizenship and the “Polish religion.” Being an inherently Protestant
organization, in Poland the YMCA emphasized its Catholic character and attachment to
the Catholic Church despite the Catholic bishops’ vehement criticism of the Y’s activities
and philosophy.43 The official policy of the Association allowed only Christians to become
the members of the organization. The Y excluded Jews, whose presence in Poland Paul
Super regarded as a “colossal problem.”44 Jewish inhabitants of the “eastern frontier” are
meaningfully omitted from the narrative created by Super and other Y leaders. It may be
argued that the striking absence of Jews in Super’s frontier writings helped the Director
of the Polish YMCA to downplay the ethnic diversity of the eastern borderland and to
present Belarusian peasants as a social class and not a national minority. 
23 The Polonization of White Ruthenian rural dwellers which was taking place on Poland’s
eastern borderland is presented in Super’s writings as an easy and smooth process that is
fully and gladly embraced by Belarusian peasants.  Super rather gently described this
endeavor,  stressing  that  “people are  learning  the  Polish  language,  coming  into  the
Catholic Church, thinking of themselves as Polish citizens, and in other ways creating in
their own minds a mental state favorable to a normal life, settled political conditions, and
a stable frontier.”45 The Director of the Polish YMCA did not mention the fact that a vast
majority  of  Belarusian  peasants  belonged  to  the  Orthodox  Church,  as  this  omission
allowed  the  religious  difference  between  the  colonizing  Poles  and  Polonized  White
Ruthenians  to  be  ignored.  In  Super’s  writings  about  the  eastern  frontier,  Polishness
implied Catholicism.  Super  erased Belarusian peasants’  ethnic  characteristics  such as
language or religion,  apparently for the sake of  presenting their transformation into
Polish citizenship and identity as smooth. Super frankly admitted that the efforts of the
YMCA were in this aspect congruent with the official policies of the reborn Polish state,
stressing that “our rows of triangles is indeed but a thin line down the frontier, but the
importance of their service is recognized by railroad workers, officials in the Ministry,
and citizens in general who know the eastern border.”46
24 Citizenship and religiosity are also crucial for identifying the last actor in Super’s frontier
puzzle, or a group allegedly representing savagery on the Polish frontier.  In Turner’s
famous essay, on the American moving frontier this role was played by Native Americans
portrayed as primitive “savages,” in opposition to whom American identity and American
character were being formed. Native Americans, as argues the cultural historian Alan
Trachtenberg,  were  “the  utmost  antithesis  to  an  America  dedicated  to  productivity,
profit, and private property”47—the traits that connoted the capitalist economy. For the
proponents of the theories of civilization, Poland and native Poles also possessed their
“civilizational Other,”48 whose cultural Otherness became even more apparent after the
events of 1917. In their view, Poland’s frontier was a meeting point between Western,
Christian,  democratic,  and  capitalist  “civilization”  and  its  opposite:  the  eastern
“barbarism” embodied by Soviet Russia.
25 In the writings of Paul Super and other YMCA leaders, Russia had represented oriental
barbarism  even  before  the  time  of  communism.  For  the  YMCA  secretaries  it  was
Bolshevism, however, that became the fullest embodiment of “eastern savagery.” In the
YMCA’s view, Bolshevism functioned as “the most demoralizing force”;49 and as “a plague
that destroys everything,” and “menace to all civilizations.”50 The Association’s revulsion
from communism was augmented by its members’ experiences during the Soviet-Polish
war,  when  the  YMCA  aided  Polish  soldiers  fighting  against  “bloodthirsty  Bolsheviks
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killing women, children, and the aged.”51 According to the YMCA War Work Secretary
D.A. Davis, in 1920 the Poles were “called to stand between anarchy, as manifested to the
east  of  them,  and  the  western  world.  The  battle  is  one  that  of  the  anti-Christian
materialist social order and ordered progress represented in a Christian civilization.”52 
26 For the YMCA leaders, the winning of the war over Bolshevism in 1920 did not, however,
bring Poland’s civilizational mission to completion, especially in face of the acquisition of
new eastern territories. Super and his collaborators sustained their belief in Poland as a
civilizer of its eastern borderland throughout the interwar years. In 1937, after fifteen
years spent in Poland, the Director of the YMCA Paul Super wrote in one of his reports:
“eastern provinces  should  be  defended  from  the  Russian  invasion;  they  must  be
strengthened against the Bolshevik propaganda, and their standard of civilization in the
rural areas must be both raised and Polonized.”53 However, in the late 1930s the YMCA no
longer played a direct role in this “civilizational endeavor,” as since 1926 it was focusing
solely on its municipal branches. Nonetheless, the Association leaders spoke frequently
about the peril of communism and strengthened anti-Bolshevism in the largest Polish
cities.  Paul Super adhered to the view that “Western civilization will  either hold this
country [that is Poland] and improve it or be pushed back by a lower culture [“oriental”
Soviet “barbarism”].54 
27 ***
28 As I  have argued,  American leaders of the Polish YMCA envisaged the Polish eastern
borderland along the lines of the U.S. western frontier and thus treated it as a meeting
point  between savagery and civilization,  as  well  as the territory where a new Polish
citizenship was being forged. The railroad work that the YMCA initiated in the early
1920s had in this context long-lasting political, cultural and civilizational ramifications.
For YMCA leaders such as Paul Super or Roman Dyboski, the railroad workers from the
eastern frontier personified civilization and were accorded a vital task of a cultural uplift
of  illiterate Belarusian peasants who were climbing the ladder of  civilization.  On the
territories that had belonged to tsarist Russia and were now endangered by the Soviet
propaganda, the YMCA and its railroad workers were to serve the role of the bulwark of
Christianity, democracy, and capitalism: the concepts that denoted Western civilization.
In the YMCA leaders’ rhetoric, the bordering Soviet Russia connoted, on the contrary,
“eastern  barbarism,”  synonymous  with  primitivism,  anarchism,  anti-Christian
materialism and totalitarianism.55 Significantly, the goals that the Association intended to
reach on the eastern frontier,  such as the Polonization of Belarusian peasants or the
taming  of  Bolshevism,  corresponded  with  the  national  and  international  policies  of
Poland.
29 The YMCA’s vision of social relations and the political situation in Poland’s borderlands
stemmed from the American frontier myth and the influential discourse of civilization
that shaped the opinions of such Y workers as Paul Super. In his narrative regarding the
civilizing mission in the eastern borderlands the sizeable Jewish population of the region
was completely ignored and the religious difference between Catholicism and Orthodox
Christianity was erased. Although the Polish leaders of the YMCA such as Roman Dyboski
largely shared Super’s  assumptions,  the local  Polish press,  and probably the railroad
workers  themselves,  regarded  YMCA’s  eastern  branches  as  cultural  and  educational
centers serving engineers and conductors, and not as “civilizing spots” in the “eastern
wilderness.” In Polish press articles that described the Y initiatives for railroad workers,
the narrative of the Polish frontier that filled Paul Super’s writings is strikingly absent.56
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The Y’s eastern branches named in Polish as ogniska or “firesides” were to give “light and
warmth”57 to wearied railroad workers who in fact constituted an advantaged group in
the region, but who did not necessarily see themselves as civilizers or Polonizers. 
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ABSTRACTS
This article seeks to present and analyze one of the aspects of the work of the Young Men’s
Christian Association (YMCA or Y) in interwar Poland: the initiatives for railroad workers from
eastern frontier towns and cities. Focusing on the efforts that the organization undertook on the
territory commonly referred to as the Polish borderlands (Kresy), I show that for the leaders of
the  Y  the  work  among  the  railway  employees  was  of  utmost  political  and  civilizational
importance. There were several reasons why the YMCA became involved in the railroad work on
the  eastern  Polish  borderlands.  One  of  them  was  the  looming  threat  of  communism  from
neighboring Russia,  another—the American Y leaders’  mythic perceptions of the U.S.  moving
frontier,  which prompted them to adapt the American discourse on civilization to the Polish
political and social situation. Using archival documents and recollections of Americans involved
in the Y’s activities on the eastern Polish frontier I demonstrate how the perception of the Polish
borderland by the Y’s secretaries was greatly influenced by myths deeply embedded in American
culture.  Drawing  on  the  contemporary  Polish  press  reports  as  well  as  writings  of  local
collaborators  of  the  YMCA,  I  also  describe  the  reaction  of  Polish  public  opinion  to  the  Y’s
undertakings on the Polish frontier. 
INDEX
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